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QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS FOR #18-24, RFP FOR FLEET & FUEL SYSTEM SOFTWARE 
 

DATE DUE 6/28/18 
                 

1. Can you provide a vehicle and equipment list preferably in excel ? Attached. 
 
2.     Are you requesting that pricing to include GPS hardware and services if yes can you 
      provide a  vehicle/equipment list or can we use one as GPS unit as an example for 
       pricing? A GPS unit as an example for pricing will be sufficient. 
 
3      Are you requesting pricing for the Oracle Interface or just confirming the capability? 
     We are requesting pricing for ORACLE interface. 
 

                   4      Does the utility want a hosted or on-premises solution or pricing for both? We are 
                        requesting pricing for both onsite and hosting to review our options. 
 
 
 
                                      In order to price a fuel management system the following is required: 

 
 
  5   Number of fuel sites and number of fuel islands at each site. The number of fuel sites 
          will be one (1), the number of islands will be two (2). 
 
  6    How many hoses per fuel island?  The number of hoses per island will be two (2). 
 
  7   Does each island have a fuel control center for drivers?  With our current system, we 
     have one (1) fuel control center.  One (1) will be sufficient. 
 
  8   Current bulk fuel tank management system including model and number of fuel sites 
    in place?  Our current system is the Veedor Root TLS 350 with one (1) fuel site, four (4) 
          fuel pumps, two (2) pumps mounted on each island. 
 
  9   Is there an interest in automated fuel management communications which includes 
    additional hardware for fuel sites and vehicles? At this time we are not requesting 
         pricing on automated fuel management. 
 
 10   Are you also using any type of fuel card e.g. WEX ?  We are not currently using any 
    type of fuel card at this time. 

  
 


